USS Europa
Stardate 10304.13


Host Mikey says:
<<< Resume Europa Mission, Stardate 10304.13, 20:15 Eastern >>>

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::sitting in the shuttle with the CEO:: CEO: Are you resting comfortably Mister McGregor?

Host CO_Rya says:
::Sitting in the command chair, looks at Benson.:: OPS: Do you have a strong lock on them both Commander Benson?

OPS_Benson says:
::Standing at the OPS station on the Bridge::

FCO_KTracht says:
::at the Conn::

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Affirmative, Sir.  Transporter systems are online and fully functional.  I have positive lock on the away team.

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Lieutenant K'Tracht could you please find out what you can about where the Santa Maria picked up its dilithium?

ACMO_Doylan says:
::steps out of the TL onto the bridge, padd in hand, and looks around....she blinks....okay, now what?::

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Excellent. Thank you Commander.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::works his hands over the flight control preparing to lift off:: *OPS*: Operations, this is Kiefaire`zar aboard the shuttlecraft Armageddon, requesting clearance to depart.

FCO_KTracht says:
::turns back to face the CO:: CO : Certainly, ma'am... ::turns back to the front, and accesses Ops functions::

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: I'm fine sir

Host CO_Rya says:
::Hears the lift doors hiss shut and turns around and gestures to Doylan that she should come and sit in the XO's seat.::

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Cmdr. Kiefaire'zar is requesting clearance to launch, Sir.

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Granted.

OPS_Benson says:
::Nods to the CO:: *XO*: Permission granted, Commander.  Good luck.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::nods at McGregor:: CEO: Glad to hear it ... for a moment I thought the organisms had moved to your vocal cords.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
*OPS*: Acknowledged Mister Benson... ::begins to lift the shuttlecraft off the deck::

FCO_KTracht says:
::opens up a link to teh Santa Maria computer, and finds out where they last took in dilithium::

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: No sir ,Um just thinkin about the mission

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@::as the shuttlecraft leaves the hangar bay:: CEO: Have you reviewed the schematics of the Armageddon's warp core? Will we be able to hold the engines in overload long enough without the shuttle comming apart?

OPS_Benson says:
CO: The shuttlecraft is away, Sir.  ::Monitors their progress::

Host CO_Rya says:
ACMO: You should be able to monitor them from here.

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Thank you.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::nods to the CO as she was already heading over to a spare console to do just that....::

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: I have, and we can...One thing though....

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@::sets course away from both ships, but not beyond transporter range:: CEO: You can begin to increase power to the core when ready, Chief.

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: Aye....except !

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@::looks at McGregor:: CEO: Yes?

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: our beam out time is cut down to 22 seconds maximum

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@::not entirely sure what the CEO is telling him:: CEO: Is that a bad thing?

FCO_KTracht says:
::Raises one of his eyebrows:: CO : Ma'am.. Looks like the Dilithium used by the Santa Maria at the time of the accident came from a system near Breen space. They discovered it there, and took it in... P3X-245 if you want the correct designation...

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: Beginning overload

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Is it inhabited?

OPS_Benson says:
::Checks the transporter lock and makes a small adjustment::

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: Aye if you look at it from a living through this stand point sir

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@::frowns but assumes the chief knows what he's doing::

FCO_KTracht says:
::does a quick reference search:: CO : NO ma'am...

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: The shuttle's warp core begins to overload.. internal sensors detect the organisms moving towards the core.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@::opens the com channel:: COM: Europa: Captain, we're begunt o increase power to the shuttles warp core. Are you observing any of the creatures leaving the Santa Maria?

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Thank goodness for small favors.

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: I have programed the transporters to begin beam out sequence as soon as the core reaches critical

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@CEO: I'm sure Benson will have a transporter lock on us as well.

FCO_KTracht says:
::turns back:: CO : What do you mean?

ACMO_Doylan says:
::continues to monitor both the XO and the CEO, glad the orgainisms are moving off of them....and toward the warp core::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Looks to the science officer on the bridge who nods.::

OPS_Benson says:
CO: The shuttle's warp core is going into overload.  Sensors are detecting the organisums moving to the core.

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: Just a precaution sir....I would not wish to die today

Host CO_Rya says:
*XO*: They've begun to move to the core Kief.

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: The organisms from the Santa Maria start towards the shuttle.

CEO_McGregor says:
@:: Hands begin to feel better::

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@COM: Europa: We'll need to monitor the Santa Maria's core closely .... once all the organisms have left it we can safely beam off the Armageddon.

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: There leaven ma hands sir.I can feel it\

OPS_Benson says:
::Looks at the monitor:: CO: The organisums from the Santa Maria are moving to the shuttle.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@::looks at McGregor's hands bizarrely::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Changes the configuration of her own console to begin montioring their progress as well.:: ACMO: Is the away team stable?

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Good. Please continue to monitor them.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::nods:: CO: The organisms are moving off of the CEO....and not infecting the XO as I can tell.

OPS_Benson says:
::Nods to the CO then checks the transporter systems::

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: 3 minutes to critical sir

FCO_KTracht says:
::feels like hte Cpatain missed his question, so just shrugs, and turns back to the viewscreen::

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Transporter systems are stable, Sir.  ::Continues to monitor the organisum's migration to the shuttle::

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: If the planet isn't inhabited it's less likely that too many other ships will have picked up the dilithium Lieutenant.

FCO_KTracht says:
::nods:: CO : Oh.. Right..

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: 2 minutes to critical

OPS_Benson says:
CO: 2 minutes until the shuttle's core goes critical, Sir.

Host CO_Rya says:
ACMO: That's good news.

CEO_McGregor says:
@:: gets up and walks towards the engineering section::

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Keep your lock on them.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::tilts her head:: CO: Yes ma'm, it is. I just hope they stay that way.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@COM: Europa: Captain, do we have any information on the origin of these organisms?

OPS_Benson says:
CO: The migration has increased.

FCO_KTracht says:
CO : Let me check if there are any other ships that have made stops at that ssystem.. Just in case... ::submits the querie to SF, and waits for the results::

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: Sensors show only about a dozen organisms left on the Santa Maria, and they are slowly migrating towards the shuttle... all of the organisms have left McGregor's hands.

Host CO_Rya says:
COM:Armaggedon: The Santa Maria picked up the dilithium at an uninhabited planet near Breen space. Once we have the two of you safely aboard we'll address that issue.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@COM: Europa: Captain, I can set the controls of the shuttle to head for that planet ... take these organisms home.

FCO_KTracht says:
::frowns:: All : Blast... CO : Ma'am... We have two other freighters listed as having taken Dilithium from that planet.. ALong with a Federation Defiant Class ship.. THe USS Praetor.. Isn't that the Admiral's ship?

Host CO_Rya says:
COM: Armaggedon: McGregor's hands are clear from our scans. ::Looks up at K'Tracht.::

OPS_Benson says:
CO: The last of the organisums have left the Santa Maria and are on their way to the shuttle.  Transporter systems are ready.

ACMO_Doylan says:
CO: Ma'm, all organisms have left the CEO's hands, and the XO remains uninfected. If at all possible, get them out now.

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Send a message to the starbase as well as to the Praetor informing them to scan for the organisms. Include all necessary data.

CEO_McGregor says:
@::Looks through the safety glass into the warp core and sees something forming on the chamber::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Nods at Dyani's comment.:: OPS: Beam them out of there and into the area medical has set aside for them.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@::in the absence of more specific information, sets the shuttles course to take it towards Breen space::

Host CO_Rya says:
COM: Armageddon: We're getting you two out of there.

ACMO_Doylan says:
CO: Permission to leave the bridge?

FCO_KTracht says:
::nods::CO : YEs ma'am... ::starts preppign the communication, attaches all relevant data, and sends the messages with a general warning to all Federation ships about that planet.

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Hits the transport button on her console::

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: 1 minute to critical

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
@::hears they are leaving:: COM: Have all the organisms left the Santa Maria?

Host CO_Rya says:
::Nods at the doctor's question.::

OPS_Benson says:
CO: 1 minute to critical.

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Hold off on the beam out.

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Too late, Sir.

CEO_McGregor says:
@XO: It's beautiful !

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: Kiefaire'zar and McGregor are beamed back - into the biohazard containment field.

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Transport complete, Sir.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::stands and leaves, heading to sickbay as fast as possible::

FCO_KTracht says:
::Starts moving the Europa and the Santa MAria away from teh shuttle::

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::materializes in the biohazard containment area and grimaces::

ACMO_Doylan says:
<Keely_Calahan> ::moves forward to console and sets the computer to scan for contaminents::

CEO_McGregor says:
::Materializes in the same old containment field::

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: How many organisms still need to make their way over to the shuttle?

ACMO_Doylan says:
::exits the TL on Deck 12 and jogs down to sickbay::

CEO_McGregor says:
::Looks around for the ACMO::

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: No trace of the organisms are detected - the XO and CEO are fine, save for a mild rash on the CEO's hands.

CEO_McGregor says:
Self: Hmmm

OPS_Benson says:
CO: All organisums have migrated to the shuttle, Sir.

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Once we're at a safe distance shut down all engine systems to minimal power.

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Excellent.

FCO_KTracht says:
::nods:: CO : Aye ma'ma

FCO_KTracht says:
<ma'am even>

Host CO_Rya says:
*XO*: All the organisms are abaord the shuttle.

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir, excellent it is.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
*CO*: We're aboard Captain ... I suggest we lock a tractor beam on the Santa Maria and leave the area as soon as possible.

CEO_McGregor says:
::Looks over at the XO::

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Tractor beam engaged.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::steps into the area after Keely deactivates the forcefield:: XO/CEO: You are both organism free. You may return to duty, COmmander. ::turns to the CEO:: CEO: You, however, need to stay. I need to treat hte rash on your hands.

Host CO_Rya says:
*XO*: Has medical cleared you both?

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Aye ...That'll be my pleasure Lass

CEO_McGregor says:
:; Smiles brightly::

ACMO_Doylan says:
::smiles slightly and points to the biobed:: CEO: Sit.  ::walks over to retrieve instruments::

ACMO_Doylan says:
<Keely_Calahan> ::rolls her eyes and moves off to care for another patient::

Host CO_Rya says:
*XO*: Can you shut down the overload?

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Right here::points to a singular spot::

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
*CO*: Aye sir ... we've been cleared. We're heading to engineering to see if we can remotely shut down the overload.

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Prepare and deploy a warning bouy and leave it near the shuttle if they're successful.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::glances to McGregor:: CEO: You're with me, Mister McGregor...

ACMO_Doylan says:
::smirks and presses a hypospray to the CEO's neck:: CEO: That shoudl take care of the rash.

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Errr deploy it if they succeed. ::shakes her head::

CEO_McGregor says:
::Growels:: Aye sir...

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Launches bouy:: Bouy away, Sir.

FCO_KTracht says:
::reaches safe distance:: CO : Cutting all power to engines...

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: I may have to come back for a check up Lass

CEO_McGregor says:
::Leaves Sickbay::

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Thank you. Standby to power back up to full momentarily.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::nods:: CEO: You are free to go now. ::moves over to clean the hypospray before she replaces it on the cart, and turns back around::

FCO_KTracht says:
::nods::

ACMO_Doylan says:
::laughs lightly:: CEO: If you feel the need, then by all means.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::nods at Doylan as they leave sickbay:: CMO: Doctor... ::heads down the corridor towards a turbolift::

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: 20 seconds until the shuttle's core goes critical.

CEO_McGregor says:
::Runs towards Main Engineering::

OPS_Benson says:
CO: 20 seconds until warp core goes critical

Host CO_Rya says:
::Nods her head at Benson's comment.::

CEO_McGregor says:
::In ME heads for console 2::

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::enters Main Engineering right behind the CEO:: CEO: We need to try to manually access the shuttlecrafts computer and level off the power increase.

CEO_McGregor says:
::Hits the remote systems buttons on the console that control the shuttle controls::

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
<edit out the edit out of the edit in of the edit out>

CEO_McGregor says:
XO: Already there sir

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Shields at full strength.

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: With 0.87 seconds left, the warp core overload is averted.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::standing by watching the CEO work:: *CO*: Captain, we're attempting to level off the shuttles power levels.

CEO_McGregor says:
::Closes his eyes and sighs::

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Is the buoy active and working?

CEO_McGregor says:
XO: That was close sir

FCO_KTracht says:
CO : Shields engaged..

OPS_Benson says:
::Checks the bouy status:: CO: Affirmative, Sir.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
CEO: Good work Mister McGregor...

Host CO_Rya says:
*XO/CEO*: Outstanding work gentlemen.

CEO_McGregor says:
XO: Aye sir,Thank you sir

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::shakes McGregor's hand:: CEO: You've done the Europa proud Lieutenant...

CEO_McGregor says:
XO: Good plan to you sir...worked like a charm

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Inform the starbase of our actions and tell them we're bringing the Santa Maria back in.

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Opens a channel to the starbase and relays the message::

CEO_McGregor says:
::Returns the XO's shake::

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::winks at the CEO as he turns to head out of main engineering::

CEO_McGregor says:
::Heads back to sickbay to retrieve his tricorder

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::enters a turbolift:: TL: Bridge...

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::arrives on the bridge:: CO: Captain, I've set the shuttles course towards Breen space. If you have more specific information, we can program the shuttle to take these creatures home.

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::nods at Benson and reminds himself that he'll have to buy her a drink later for saving his tush::

OPS_Benson says:
::Nods to the XO as he enters the Bridge:: XO: Welcome back, Commander.

CEO_McGregor says:
::Enters sickbay::

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
OPS: Thank you Mister Benson ... especially, thanks to you.

CEO_McGregor says:
::Looks around for his tricorder::

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::takes his seat and waits on the Captain's response::

Host CO_Rya says:
XO: We have the exact location of where the Santa Maria picked up the dilithium. Presumably that is where the creatures came from. Lieutenanta K'Tracht has the coordinates. I'd rather they be changed in the shuttle to those if you can do it remotely.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::walks out and blinks:: CEO: Lose something Lieutenant?

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::nods:: CO: Mister K'Tracht should be able to handle that. FCO: Mister K'Tracht ... remote pilot the shuttle and change her course to those provided to you by the Captain. Let's send these creatures home.

CEO_McGregor says:
::Misplaced ma Trricorder::

FCO_KTracht says:
XO : Certainly sir...

Host CO_Rya says:
::Interupts:: XO/FCO: No don't send them off just yet.

FCO_KTracht says:
::doesn't even start the commands:: FCO : Holding aye..

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::glances at the Captain:: CO: Sir?

ACMO_Doylan says:
::glances around:: CEO: Was it not still aboard the SM?

CEO_McGregor says:
Doylan: And I had a question..

OPS_Benson says:
::Looks at the XO as he talks to the CO and thinks "If he weren't so blue..."::

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Aye but I had a second one aboard the shuttle

Host CO_Rya says:
XO/FCO: I'd like the course changed but it's safer for all if the shuttle remains here with the warning bouy until a science team can either inspect it or until it is being tracked to make sure it reaches its destination.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::nods and walks over to where the CEO as beamed to....after a moment, she locates it on the tricorder cart near the biobed...sheesh...nurses....::

ACMO_Doylan says:
::picks up the tricorder and walks back over to the CEO...hands it to him::

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Can I ask you a question?

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Thanks Lass

ACMO_Doylan says:
::nods::

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
::wonders if disabling the shuttles flight control systems would be wise then::

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Do ya have a first name...?

ACMO_Doylan says:
::smiles:: CEO: Well, according to my birth certificate I do.

FCO_KTracht says:
FCO : Ma'am.. I think leaving the shuttle here unescorted is a prelude to disaster..T

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Would ya care to share it with a lowly CEO?

FCO_KTracht says:
CO : THere are those who would gladly take the risk of becoming contaminated in order to secure a potential weapon like this is..

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: The only other option is to stay here and watch it until another ship is dispatched then.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::tilts head:: CEO: Dyani. Dyani Doylan. ::offers her hand:: And your legal name?

Host CO_Rya says:
::Looks at Kief:: XO: We have no other orders.

FCO_KTracht says:
::nods:: CO : Or call in another ship to guard it until the science vessel arrives.

CEO_McGregor says:
::Takes her hand:: Richard Lance McGregor is the name ma Mother gave me

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Did you get a response from the base about the Praetor?

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
CO: Aside from returning the Santa Maria to port, no sir.

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Most folks call me Lance...Ma Friends call me Mac

FCO_KTracht says:
CO : Ay'e ma'am... They are taking the necessary precautions..

ACMO_Doylan says:
CEO: So, what should I call you then?

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Couldn't we extract a sample from the shuttle's core, isolate it in a bio container then blow the shuttle up?

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Well then Dyani Doylan that would be your choice

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
OPS: Killing thousands of potentially sentient beings....?

Host CO_Rya says:
OPS: Please send the starbase another message marked priority to Admiral Edwards and inform him that we will remain with the shuttle until another vessel is dispatched to either tow the Santa Maria back or to escort the shuttle.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::smiles:: CEO: Well Mac, I have a few things to complete before I disembark....but it was nice making your acquaintance.

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Would you mine me callin ya Dyani?

OPS_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Transmits the communique::

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Disembark?

ACMO_Doylan says:
::shakes head:: CEO: Fine with me.

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Where ya goin?

FCO_KTracht says:
CO : Aye ma'am.. ::starts prepping the message for sending::

ACMO_Doylan says:
::sighs slightly to herself, a sad look shortly:: CEO: I am only here as a temporary while the assigned Europa CMO recovered from...an illness.

ACMO_Doylan says:
CEO: If they find her fit for duty again, I will disembark as soon as we reach SB...or it could be longer.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Turns to Adel at Science:: Adel: I want continuous monitoring of the shuttle. If the organisms show any sign of moving inform Commander Kiefaire'zar and myself immediately.

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Well thats my bloomin luck,Finally find a pretty Lass to talk too and off she goes...Think I better stick with ma engines

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Lieutenant K'Tracht I'd like you to take over some command rotations while we wait.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::smiles sadly:: CEO: You never know though. With SF one never does....

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: A little time is better than none I guess

ACMO_Doylan says:
::nods affirmatively:: CEO: That's my motto....sort of.

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Well then maybe if your free for dinner we could....

FCO_KTracht says:
::turns back, a wide eyed look on his face:: CO : Ma'am?.. Aye ma'am...  ::smiles::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Smiles back.::

Host CO_Rya says:
XO: Good work today Kief. Thank you.

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Ten forward or something...I'm starved

XO_Kiefaire`zar says:
CO: Where's Mister Reilly been in all this anyway?

Host CO_Rya says:
::Grins:: XO: Most likely sleeping. He mentioned needing quite a bit of rest.

ACMO_Doylan says:
::smiles:: CEO: Sure. I have a surgery..but I should be free in about an hour?

CEO_McGregor says:
ACMO: Good enough...I'll stop by and pick you up ....

Host Mikey says:
<<< Pause Europa Mission, Stardate 10304.13, 21:05 Eastern >>>



